Multichannel CT Imaging of Orthopedic Hardware and Implants.
The introduction of multichannel CT scanners provides both radiologists and surgeons with a new tool to image patients with orthopedic hardware. The key parameters that have made it possible to image the implants and the surrounding bone with multichannel CT are the higher available technical factors (kVp and mAs) coupled with the ability to acquire thin slices over a large scan region. These properties make it possible to produce high-quality multiplanar reformations that facilitate visualization of the orthopedic device and the surrounding bone. An important consideration for multichannel CT imaging of hardware is the reduction of cone beam artifacts caused by the geometry of multichannel CT scanners. This artifact is reduced by using a narrower x-ray beam collimation and a low pitch setting. This article discusses CT scan parameters and image postprocessing used at our institution and illustrates common clinical problems encountered when imaging implanted orthopedic devices. These include fracture healing, loosening of joint prostheses, evaluation of particle disease, and the use of CT for preoperative planning in revision arthroplasty.